Photographic
Competition
The response to our photographic
competition in the last issue has been so
good that we are running it again. We
will announce the winner of the first
competition in the next issue and you
now have until the 20th of October to
send your photographs, in black and

white or colour, on any subject, to the
Editor.
The winning photograph will be
published in the November / December
issue of World and the usual $100
prize will be awarded.

Competition
Results
A good response to the competition in issue 2 of World, but only one entrant got all the
answers right! The question which fooled nearly all of you was number 19 - what does
01149 signify?
It isn't a serial number, the date of the formation of Memorex, or as one hopeful
entrant suggested, the date on which 'something significant happened'. The right
answer was the international dialling code for West Germany from the USA.
And the winner is ...
Louise A King, a systems analyst in Tulsa. Congratulations to her and thanks to
everyone who entered the competition.
The correct answers are listed below.

1.

7270 MCA intelligent workstation

2.

3898 Control unit of 3890

3.
4.

4390 Non impact printer
$12,000,000 Potelltial value of Finnish distributor agreement

5.

6.

1174 Network controller
1201 80 column screell printer

7.
8.
9.

7592670 Longford, UK telephone number
6890 Solid state disc
7045 Personal Computer

10.
11.

3500 Optical storage subsystem
4070 A irline controller

12.
13.
14.
15.

$700,000 - Vallie of American Airlines order
3835 Disc storage subsystem
1425 Advallced produ ctivity termillal
3270 COAXXYS emulation board

16.

1472 Flat screen display subsystem

17.

38325.25 illch disc storage subsystem

18.

2000 Destination 2000 road show

19.
20.

01149 Dialling code from USA to West Germany
938795 Longfo rd, UK telex number
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Memorex Telex Japan and other Japanese
manufacturers are to playa bigger part in
our research and development work to
help the company keep pace with the new
technologies which will be incorporated in
our future products.
The substantial resources now at our
disposal, coupled with the consolidation
of our two US-based R&D operations,

mark a significant step in our ability to
design, build and deliver more
competitive solutions to our users needs.
R&D operations at Boulder, Colorado
and Santa Clara, are to be combined at one
site in Milpitas, California. The Boulder
facility will close by the end of this year
and key development work, including
ATL software, being transferred to

Customer Engineering
to be integrated with
business groups

the appropriate business groups and
CEBG employees involved in planning
and liaison will become part of those
groups. In this way, we will be certain
of retaining continuity of support and
the transfer of vital skills and experience
into the groups with responsibility
for developing new products and
supporting them once launched.
Jean-Claude ZanoIli, commenting
on the move, said tha t the aim is to
get our new products to market
sooner and to provide a support
service which our competitors will come
to envy.

In order to give our customers a more
competitive, responsive support service,
the engineering responsibilities currently
handled by the Customer Engineering
Business Group (CEBG) are to be
distributed among the business groups
managing the different product areas.
From the beginning of this month,
CEBG activities have been integrated in
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Milpitas almost in1mediately.
While there will unfortuna tely be a
handful of layoffs d ue to the duplication
of some roles following the
re-organisation - and all the individuals
involved have already been informedit is planned to recruit new staff to
strengthen our abilities, especially in the
microcode development area.

Roberto Biffi
Regional vice president for Spain,
Portugal and Latin America, Rober to
Biffi, has died following a serious illness.
Roberto, who was 52, joined
Memorex Telex in 1973 and had led the
Spanish operation for the last ten years.
His contribution to the company went far
beyond the remarkable performa nce of
his principal responsibilities, and he was
regarded by many as a role model whose
advice and experience were invaluable
and always offered freely and willingly.
Commenting on Roberto's death,
Giorgio Ronchi said:
"I have known Roberto for all of his
time with the company and 1 am certain
that I speak for
everyone when I
say that as a
colleague he will
be sorely missed.
As a friend, he is
irreplaceable."
Our sympathies
go out to his wife,
Paola, and his
family.
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An occasional look 'behind the scenes' at what our employees do at work

Risky Business
by Kate O'Brien
Somewhere in most large organisations today, you will find
an individual with the intriguing title of Risk Manager.
What exactly do they do? We asked Kate O'Brien, who, with
Quentin Richardson, manages our risks. Is risk management
just a buzzword for insurance? Not at all, says Kate ...
If risk management were simply a
question of arranging insurance, the Risk
Manager would have a very easy life.
Buying insurance to protect the company
against loss-from some of the day to day
risks to which it is exposed is only a part
of the job of the Risk Manager.
Not all risks are insurable either from
an economic or a practical point of view.
The unnecessary purchase of
insurance can sometimes divert funds
from more productive activities. It's the
job of a risk manager to identify how to
minimise the impact on the company
should something unpleasant happen
which isn't covered by insurance. It is
also his job to decide where the option of
buying insurance ends, and the difficult
task of implementing good loss control
programs begins.
Risk management seeks to identify the
alternative methods which can be used to
manage risks and to educate everybody
in the company on the contribution they
can make to the overall picture. This is
achieved by means of the Risk Manager
and staff linking up with those
responsible for fire prevention, health
and safety, financial and business
analysis, engineering, security,
production or manufacturing processes.
In fact, if risk management is to be

effective, it must involve the entire
company and enjoy the full support of
top management.
Contribution to loss prevention and
control concerns everyone employed by
Memorex Telex worldwide. It should
always be viewed in a global contextcatastrophes at any of our major
loca tions would, of course, affect us on a
worldwide level. There are some events
which cannot be foretold or avoided,
such as last year's hurricane Hugo or the
earthquake which shook California.
Memorex Telex sustained damage from
both of these events, but due to the swift
reactions of our employees, our losses
were minimal. Whilst the safety net of a
large globa l insurance programme is
reassuring, we should never become
relaxed in our attitudes to safety, good
working practices and sensible business
decisions.
Within the Memorex Telex
organisation, since it is not possible to
have a Risk Manager in every country,
the Risk Management Department relies
on the finance and country managers to
monitor local issues. Good
communication within the organisation
is the most va luable asset available to a
Risk Manager... plus ... a sense of humour
when deaHng with any claims.
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August delivery to May
It might have been August last month,
but it was May that brought a smile to
the face of St. Louis-based salesman
Steve Visek. Steve secured an $800,000
deal with giant department store May
Company for Computer-Aided Design
and Computer-Aided Manufacture
(CAD/CAM) equipment linking its four
data centres and other sites across the
US. May's Design and Construction
Department looked at systems from IBM,
Compaq, NCR, Dell and Memorex Telex.
Following a trip to our Cherokee

Down on
the farm
Down is certainly not the case for
us on this farm . State Farm Insurance, a
customer for almost a decade, has
confirmed its faith in us by placing a
mammoth order for more than 22,000
terminals. That's right, twenty two
THOUSAND!
The exact value of the deal has not yet

facility by key May executives in July,
Steve says that May's were impressed by
our capabilities as a total solutions
company and, when coupled with our
favourable track record with them in
service and support, we quickly became
the front runner for the business.
In all, 100 486-based 7075 PCs, will run
all of May's CAD/CAM software, linked
together in a network. The power of the
486 processor means that complex
processing tasks such as CAD which
only a few years ago would have

required a minicomputer at the very
least, can now be performed by a
desktop Pc.
"Now all we have to do is make sure
everything works together as planned,"
says Steve. "This sale represents new
ground for us, and while we all feel
certain that the machines are going to
perform, we nevertheless need to
concentrate hard on seeing that all
goes well".

been released, but salesman Chuck Doll
says it's worth "MilHons and millions".
State Farm chose our hardware in
preference to IBM to replace thousands
of ageing terminals across the US and
Canada.
The 1472DS terminals were developed
to match State Farm's precise
requirements, specifically split screen
operations, and our ability to deliver
working prototypes ensured that IBM
was beaten. Apparently, the IBM
salesman wanted State Farm to sign the
contract BEFORE any work started on
product development. Our obvious
commitment to the customer was
rewarded by an increase in the number

of terminals ordered from a mere 16,000
to over 22,000.
Chuck Doll says that the new terminal
will become part of the product Hne and
complemented Raleigh Engineeringand Bill Phelps and Ben Kirk in
particular - for their part in securing the
deal. Also assisting in the sale were
various members of US Marketing and
Technical Support, and tlle CE
organisation (Tom Maloney and Mike
Aderman are singled out for special
praise).
I'm sure we all add our
congratulations and hope to see further
20,000 plus orders in ilie not too distant
future!

Customer Service the vital ingredient!
by Marcia McCredie
The Network Systems Customer Service
Group in Raleigh, North Carolina, serves
a critical function in the deployment of
3270 and Midrange communications
products throughout the world. Under
the direction of Dave Picciotto, Customer
Service is charged with managing
product allocation, directing the
distribution centres accordingly, and
interfacing with Procurement to ensure
the speedy delivery of our products
throughout the world.
Working with Dave are Claudia
Carroll (displays and keyboards), John
Jaskolka (printers), Barbara Jean (BJ)
Elliott (controllers and features) and Pam
Sand ling, administrative assistant.
Principle responsibilities for the
Customer Service group include
minimising inventory build-up while
optimising product availability and
providing the flexibility to react swiftly
to take advantage of ad-hoc sales
possibilities.

In order to accomplish these aims, the
group must provide Procurement with
accurate statements of worldwide
demand to ensure that production
schedules reflect the real world. In
addition, personnel at the distribution
centres are given direction on priorities
and product allocations and other critical
issues.
Customer Service works with
Procurement and Program Management
in planning inventory levels and advises
the distribution centres as to which
products meet the required approvals for
shipment to a given country, provide
information regarding the availability of
new products, advise as to where
products are to be allocated and the
preferred mode of shipment.
Customer Service works with both the
US Distribution Centre, which ships to
Canada, Latin America, Asia Pacific and
the US, as well as the European
Distribution Center at Beek in Holland.
Each month, Customer Service tells
each country what they should expect to
receive against orders they have placed

for the next 4 months, then monitors the
performance of those predictions by
tracking actual versus scheduled shipments
from the previous month.
Customer Service persOlmel
communicate with both Country
Customer Service and Country Marketing
managers on a daily basis. Claudia Carroll,
Senior Marketing Services Specialist,
reckons she fields 10 to 15 calls a day from
country representatives to help make sure
products are available.
Claudia describes the work as being
similar to that of a broker. If a country
wants something that is not available in
inventory, she can talk to other countries
to arrange for the product to be transferred.
The ultimate goal is to satisfy customer
needs and support the countries in meeting
their monthly revenue targets.
By far the most gratifying aspect of
Customer Service work, says Claudia, is
the feeling of international cooperation.
"We all enjoy talking with our colleagues
in other countries and we get a better
feeling of the truly worldwide nature of
Memorex Telex and of the impact we
have on each other. It's especially
gratifying when one of us can fill a last
minute order that enables a country to
close a major contract".
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Pam Sand/ing
Administrative Assistant, Dave PicciottoManager, Procurement, Bf Elliot-Controllers &
Features, John Jaskollai-Printers, Claudia
Carroll-Displays & Keyboards
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Memorex Telex
in east Germany
Following the thaw in the cold war and
the opening of the Berlin Wall,
Memorex Telex has opened its first
branches in east Germany, in Berlin and
Dresden. The new branches will help
east German companies to establish a
modem information technology
environment, including training and
services, quickly enough to compete with
the established companies in the West.
Because we were one of the first
companies to set up operations in the
East, we have already started to see the
benefits in terms of orders.
Our engineers have already installed
an IBM 4381- R14 processor with a full
complement of Memorex Telex
peripherals ranging from terminals to
disc storage at a DP service centre at
Erfurt, and the Ministry of Finance in .

East Berlin is to receive 400 Memorex
Telex PCs and printers in a multi-million
Dm deal won against stiff competition
from Olivetti, IBM, Siemens and
Robotron. The 7045 PCs and 1824
printers will initially be used for data
entry and we are also supplying no
fewer than 12,000 floppy discs with the
hardware.
One of the main reasons we won the
order was our established service
network in what was the German
Democratic Republic with customer
engineers already based in Chenmitz,
Erfurt, Leipzig and Rostock, plus
the new branch offices in Berlin and
Dresden.
Congratulations go to Klaus Hofmann
(Regional sales manager) and
Thomas Riedel.

CANADA

United Kingdom leads European growth
The first quarter results
for Memorex Telex UK
continue the upward
trend in Europe. The
company's earnings
before interest and tax were
£2.7 million on revenues of £18.06
million for the quarter ended June 30th
1990. The revenue figure also shows a
significant,improvement over the same
period last year.

As Chris Ibbott, Regional Vice
President, explained, "the revolution is
well underway as I think our first quarter
results show conclusively. To be able to
show increasing profits, particularly
when the industry as a whole is
suffering, is no mean achievement."
And as you can see from the reaction
of the European press, they obviously
agree!

I

UK Saleswoman
extraordinaire
Basking in the glory of success, Julie
Harris has taken Midrange Systems in
the UK by storm. Previously with Ditec
and 3M, Julie joined Memorex Telex in
July 1989 with 10 years of sales
experience behind her and quickly got to
grips with the task of building up her 278
accounts in the South West of England.
Her initial successes were recognised
when she won Best Newcomer in 1989.
Now, with just 6 months of this year
under her belt,Julie has already achieved
94% of her annual target with major wins
in the Imperial Tobacco Group, Habitat,
Mothercare and Hoover. When asked the
secret of her success, Julie believes this

AUSTRALIA &
FAR EAST

J
Regional N ewsAustralia, Far East
& Canada

Canberra wins throughwith leading edge technologies
partially lies with being polite but
persistent! She added, "I always do what
I say I am going to do, whether it's
calling back with some information or
ensuring an engineer makes an urgent
call to solve a query."
Julie also takes great pride in the
depth of her product knowledge,

"I could never get bored with the IT
industry, it's so fast moving and there's
always something new to learn."
To unwind after the rigours of selling,
Julie plays netball as Wing Defence for
the 5th Avon Division and visits the
theatre regularly. Where does she find
the time?

A major sales achievement in Canberra,
the Australian capital city, during the first
quarter of this financial year.
Paul Mullins and Mike Gellard have
successfully installed the first of a total of
ten Local Area Networks for the
Department of Employment, Education
and Training.
This is a particularly special occasion
since it is the first LAN we have installed
in Australia - and perhaps in the Worldwhich uses IBM's OS/ 2 environment.
The installation includes 16Mb Token

Ring throughout, Microsoft Windows 3.0
and full 3270 connect, demonstrating our
ability to successfully implement these
products, something IBM has publicly
stated no-one else can do!
Our unprecedented achievement is
largely due to the efforts of Mike Gellard,
the lead sales engineer, who invested
many weeks of effort in co-ordinating the
Memorex Telex Australia project. This
included significant amounts of
education and in-house testing of
equipment in the OS/ 2 LAN server

Canada's plug compatible
team races for charity
by Jan L Sangster

1

A fnscillnt ioll for silellt /lIiillg hns copt II red tile ill/ngillntioll of severalillell/bers of the Gemtan staff who glide regularly: Tarbell Rasmussen has been gliding for 20 .
wnrs whilst Norbert Sclllilidt stnrted whell he was 14 llears old nlld IS also n keen light aircraft pilot. Hnrtmllt Mllhlfnedel nlld Bernd Kubll1ke also fly light Glrcraft 111
iheir leisllre tillie.
.

Memorex Telex Canada's own "Plug
Compatibles" raced in the Kodak
Corporate Challenge on September 9 in
Toronto. The distance was 24 kilometres
in total and four runners, Jan Sangster,
Berrys Campbell, Peter Street and Ross
Statchuk ran 6 kilometres each.
Not only did they complete the race in
just over two hours, they also raised over
C$1400 for the hospital for sick children
through the support of Memorex Telex
Canadian employees. And their
coll eagues did more than just donate

money - they showed team spirit by
turning up to cheer their team on at the
start and finish lines.
Ross Statchuk accepted a medal on
behalf of Memorex Telex Canada which
will be displayed in the office lobby.
Thank you Memorex Telex Canada for
helping our very own "plug
compatibles" finish the race and make
it count.
(Top) LEFT TO RIGHT: Ross Statch uk, Bemp
Campbell, Jan Sangster,Peter Street,
(Bottol1i) LEFT TO RiGHT: Jan Sangster, BemJs
Campbell, Peter Street, Ross Statchuk

environment. Gary McEvoy and Theo
Baker also provided invaluable
assistance - and, of course, Paul Mullins
as Account Manager who pulled the
whole deal together.
The Department of Employment,
Education and Training bought the
system on the basis of the strength of our
word that we could make it work.
Their faith in our word has well and
truly paid off. Congratulations to all
those in the Canberra team.
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Building up Momentum
by Marcia McCredie

Jenny Chay celebrates her 5th year of
service with Memorex Telex Singapore
this month.
Jenny was also voted Singapore
Employee of the Year, an annual award
in recognition of outstanding
performance.
Country Manager C K Seah is seen
presenting the 'Employee of the Year'
plaque to Jenny during the annual
Memorex Telex Singapore Dinner &
Dance.

~.

Appointments
Luigi Mercurio has joined Memorex Telex
as executive vice president for operations
and is a member of the Management
Board. Luigi will be responSible for the
following operations:
• Storage Systems
(headed by Peter Thompson)
• Network Systems
(headed by Doug Kendrick)

Richard Slogrove is now vice president
of business operations and, following the
departure of Don Gaudet, President of
Memorex Telex Canada.
Reporting to Roy King, Richard will
continue to be based in Tulsa and will
assist Roy in addition to working on any
future merger or acquisition plans.

• Airline Systems
(headed by Walter Nagel)
• Raleigh Manufacturing
(headed by Jim Willian1Son)
• PCD and Logistics
(headed by Gian Carlo Nannini)

Anothe.r vice president, Walter Nagel, has had his responsibilities extended to cover
Mark~tm~ and the Airline Systel11S Business Group.
Ttu.s wIll enable .Walter to use his international marketing and engineering
expenence to proVlde a sharper focus on the vertical airline market.

Still in the USA, Jim Gates has been
appointed product marketing managerprinters, reporting to Doug Kendrick. Jim
will have worldwide product
responsibility for our ISYS, 3270 and
Midrange printers and has reloca ted
from Tulsa to Raleigh in order to take up
this appointment.

All of us are constantly being bombarded
by advertisements in the press, on TV
and on billboards. The aim of advertisers
is to convince us that their product is the
one we should buy. Computer
companies are no different from any
other area of commerce, and must get the
message across too.
But that message is more complex for
a company like Memorex Telex. While a
decision to buy a particular soap powder
will be based simply on how white it
washes and how much it costs, when it
comes to sophisticated information
technology, it is not only the
performance and price of the product
which is taken into account, but the track
record of the company which is
supplying it and how well known that
company is.
Some of you will remember the old
Memorex audio tape commercial
featuring Ella Fitzgerald - Is it live or is it
Memorex? - which made the company a
household word and ensured that, when
people were buying tape, there was a
strong likelihood that they would ask for
Memorex by name.
Now we are aiming to raise our profile
again and one of the first major moves
has been the launch of our new customer
magazine, - MOMENTUM.
The first thing NSBG Marketing
Conununications, under the direction of
Richard Slogrove, realised was that the
new magazine would have to stand out
from the crowd and that design would
playa key role in its effectiveness. Every
aspect of the new publication, from size
and graphics to subject matter would not
only have to be pace setting, but would
have to appeal to a worldwide audience.

Rebecca Glenn, Manager of NSBQ
Marketing Communications looked at
design proposals from three different
agencies, settling on the proposal from a
North Carolina designer based around
an oversized format with a unique cover
design that was reflected in the
magazine's internal layout.
Having chosen the design, the
planning began in earnest. First, an
appropriate name to reflect the style of
the company was required. After
considerable thought, 'Momentum' was
decided on as being illustrative of the
company's future direction.
While the principal audience for
Momentum is our customer base,
especially senior MIS staff, the magazine
will also be seen by potential customers,
competitors, our employees, the press
and the general public. It is therefore
vital that each issue should represent a
balanced view of product ranges,
different countries, large and small
companies, technical informa tion and
general interest material.
Response to the first issue has been
enthusiastic, with comments from
around the world on the quality of both
design and content. The best
endorsement of all has to be the requests
for extra copies.
As the magazine reaches more and
more people, they will become aware of
who and what we are as a company - a
company ideally placed to provide the
solutions and services needed worldwide
as we approach the 21st century, with the
emphasis on quality, innovation and,
most important of all ... Momentum.
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The packaging problem
By Paul Krebs

((

Solid waste disposal has become a major
environmental issue of the 1990's, and
packaging materials are foremost in the
limelight due to their bulky volume and
general resistance to decomposition.
At Memorex Telex, many
programmes are already underway
and many more are being
investigated which will allow us to
recycle or reuse packaging for
our incoming components.
Unfortunately, recycling or
reusing the packaging of our
finished products is more
difficult. One problem is that
the products are ultimately
dispersed to numerous
office sites around the
world, thus the volume at
anyone site becomes
minimal. Another
difficulty is the freight
cost associated with
returning empty
boxes and
lightweight
);
foam is
prohibitive.

Yet another obstacle is persuading the
end user to take the time and effort to
return the packaging.
In light of these difficulties,
Memorex Telex has focused on reducing
the amount of packaging required to
transport products to our customers. The
packaging of our new generation of
display products is a good example of a
significant reduction in packaging
materials that can be achieved. A 50%
reduction in the amount of foam and a
33% reduction in the amount of
corrugated cardboard used adds up to an
annual reduction of over 170 tons of
foam and cardboard. That's more than
200 truckloads of material per year not
buried in landfills.
Similar efforts to hold packaging in
check can be seen in the packaging of our
printers. Despite the fact that the 1324
printer is 50% larger in size and weighs
20% more than the 1187, the 1324
actually uses 4% less foam than the 1187
printer.
As Memorex Telex introduces new
products to the marketplace in the 1990's,
we will be accepting the challenge of
becoming even more environmentally
responsible, as we make every effort to
reduce and minimize the amount of
packaging required to adequately protect
our products during shipping and
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• What are you doing for conservation
in your part of Memorex Telex?
Write and tell us.

October
ConferencePhoenix,
Arizona
Hot on the heels of the successful lATA
conference in Nice, France, earlier this
year, the Airline Systems Business Group
is preparing for the forthcoming lATA
Automated Ticket and Boarding Pass
Conference to be held in Phoenix,
Arizona, next month.
The conference will bring together the
world's leading airlines and will focus on
the development of the second
generation of automated ticketing and
boarding pass equipment, ATB2.

r
Airline Systems Business Group will
be showing our latest offerings to the
airline industry including the A530 and
A520 printers and the Embassy gateway
announced last month. A record
attendance of 300 airline members of
lATA is expected, along with over 30 of
the leading manufacturers of airline
information technology.

South of the Border
American Airlines has signed a $3.6
million, three-year maintenance deal in
South America with Memorex Telex. The
airline requested bids for the contract,
covering printers, controllers and
terminals, and we beat General Electric
and SITA to the business. The airlines
team went through an extensive joint
presentation with our Latin American
group, with additional support and
coordination coming from Al Pressley
from multinational accounts .

The team was able to demonstrate our
competitive rates and efficient service
operation to look after American's Sabre
travel information network. Specia l
recognition goes to Alan Holt (US Sales
and Service), Tony Cattaruzza (Puerto
Rico), Cliff Nutt and Mark Shondelmayer
(National Service) and Al Pressley for
their outstanding efforts in winning us
this pres.tigious contract.

